Abstract. Delivering exactly and accurately the same message of a text under minor bias and without any form and meaning shifts in another language has always becoming the final-purpose of a translation process as the main objective of translation is transferring the message of a text in one language into another one by highly considering on how the readers of another language will understand and enjoy the translation while obtaining the needed information. Most of the time, the difficulties of expressing similar message in another language lays on the different interpretation due to the different culture. To deal with it, a translator must be a 'balance-bilingual' as she/he must understand well the languages involved in the translation process. Sometimes, the error in translation occurs when the structure of the first language/the source language (SL) of the translator influence the translation in second language/ target language (TL). To analyse the error, Error Analysis Theory from Richard (1974) and Types of Error in producing English from Dulay (1982) is used as it is aimed at revealing the kinds or error along with the factors influencing the error. This research is done to describe the error in public translation such as billboard, banner and decoration containing wise words around Semarang City to show the kinds of error and the factors influencing those errors along with the way the translator translate the text under Translation Theory from Catford (1965) and Nida and Taber (1969) also Translation Model from Venuti (2000) and Translation Method and Technique/ Procedure from Vinay and Darbelnet (1958). The result shows that most of the errors are in generalization that happened as a result of the influence of the first language/SL structure and writing system that is different with that of the second language/TL. 
INTRODUCTION Translation
The term 'translation' refers to the transfer of written message, while the word 'translation' means the process of transferring the message from the Source Language or SL into the Target Language or TL (Nababan, 2003:18) . In the translation process, sometimes a translator find an 'untransability' phenomenon where a term or a word is difficult or cannot be translated as there is no translation found on the TL or it will have different form and meaning if it is translated that unerringly lead to misunderstanding or even conflict. One of the text that it is not easy to translate in a name of an object or a product (goods) as a translator must be able to make translate the name and also make the readers of the TL understand the name without changing the name itself. To deal with this kind of phenomenon, a translator can use a translation model from Venuti (2000) by using the original language as it is impossible to be translated. To let the reader understand the un-translated text, a translator can add more information about the un-translated text in the form of footnote and glossary.
Another problem commonly arise in a translation process is the shift on form and meaning. In a translation process, there are two kinds of adaptation called structural and semantics adaptations (Nida and Taber, 1969:105) . Structural adaptation resulted in a cultural form shift, while semantics adaptation causes a meaning shift. Thus, when a cultural form shift happens, the translated text has different form in the TL with the original form in the SL although it does not change the message or the meaning of the whole text. Meanwhile, when a semantics adaptation occurs, the translated text has a slight different meaning in the TL with the original form in the SL even though it does not change the message or the meaning of the whole text. The example of structural adaptation is the translation of the phrase 'playing snow' into 'sedang bermain lumpur'. It does not mean that the translator is incorrectly translating the text. As 'snow' does not exist in the culture of the TL, the translator changes it into 'mud' which is common to see in the culture of the TL. Meanwhile, the example of semantic adaptation is the translation of the word 'Kanjeng Ratu Hemas' into 'The Queen of Yogyakarta Palace'. It does not mean that she is a queen of with a kingdom like Queen Elizabeth with the British Royal Kingdom as she only serves as the wife of 'Sultan Hamengkubhuwana X' who is in charge of Yogyakarta Palace as a king with 'Sultan' title, a lower title than the king and his kingdom in the past after Mataram Kingdom was divided into Kesultanan Yogyakarta and Kesunanan Surakarta. Catford (1965:73) defines shift as a change of the form and meaning of the SL which is divided into level and category shifts. The level shift happens when the text in the SL has different linguistics level with the TL and the translator must change the linguistics level to suit the TL. Meanwhile, the meaning shift occurs when the translated text in TL has different language category with the SL as it has different structure, word class, language-unit and language intra-system. The example of level/rank shift is the translation of the word 'are playing' into 'sedang bermain' which has different linguistics level as the word 'are' does not mean 'sedang' but it must be translated into 'sedang bermain' to show the present continuous/progressive tense the text in SL. Meanwhile, the example of category shift is the translation of the word 'kuwalat' into 'being impolite and get paid' which has different structure, word class, language unit and language intra-system as there are no translation of the word 'kuwalat' which means 'someone who is being impolite into someone else who are older or has a higher status and get the paid for his/her bad deed'.
To deal with this kind of phenomenon, a translator can use Vinay and Darbelnet (1985) two Methods of Translation along with its seven Techniques/Procedures of Translation. The first method is Direct Method which is used to directly translate a text resulted in 'a quotation of the original text in SL' using three Techniques/Procedures called Borrowing, Calque and Literal Translations. Borrowing Technique/Procedure makes a translator directly borrows a word from another language (beside SL and TL) as it is difficult to or cannot be translated as there is no translation found on the TL or it will have different form and meaning if it is translated that lead to misunderstanding or conflict, such as the translation of the word 'Duke of Windsor' into 'Duke dari Windsor' as there is no translation for the word 'duke' in Indonesian and it is not suitable if it is translated into 'adipati' as it has different meaning. Calque Technique/Procedure makes a translator use the structure of the SL on the translation in the TL as it is not suitable if it uses the structure of the TL, such as the translation of the word 'I got sick' into 'saya menjadi sakit' not 'saya sakit' to show that 'someone is getting sick after doing something', not 'someone is being sick'. Literal Technique/Procedure makes a translator directly translate a text word for word like the quotation of the original text in SL such as the translation of the word 'no parking' into 'jangan parkir'.
The second method is Oblique Method which is used to translate difficult term that needs a slight change of shift to suit the TL. Transposition Technique/Procedure lets a translator change the SL structure to suit the translation in the TL such as 'I broke my legs' into 'kaki saya patah' as in Indonesian culture people never says that he/she broke his/her legs. Modulation Technique/Procedure lets a translator modulate the phrase in the SL to create a good translation in the TL such as the translation of the word 'making a will' into 'berwasiat' as making a will could means officially making a document containing the will in western countries, while making a will in Indonesian culture can be simply leaving a message before someone passed away (does not always include the document containing the will). Equivalence/Reformulation Technique/Procedure lets a translator expresses a text in a different way such as the translation of the word 'kuwalat' into 'being impolite and get paid' which resulted in category shift. Adaptation Technique/Procedure lets a translator uses different culture environment such as the translation of 'playing snow in the winter' into 'bermain lumpur di musim hujan' resulted in cultural form shift.
Error Analysis
Error Analysis is an activity to reveal errors found in writing and speaking as it is the study of errors produced by the second and foreign language learners. By applying this study, a researcher is able to reveal how second language learners produce error in his/her second language production and the reason why they produce the errors.
Richards (1974) defines types of error produced by second language learners into interference, overgeneralization and performance error. Interference is an error produced by second language learners as an influence of the first language structure. The most common type of interference is producing incorrect English verb form as in Indonesian there is no verb form change following its tense. Overgeneralization is an error produced by second language learners by applying similar pattern for different structure as they think that all structure has the same pattern. The most common type of overgeneralization is producing incorrect English third person, past tense and plural marker as in Indonesian language there are no particular form to mark them all. Performance error is an error produced by second language learners while performing the second language, such as producing error when producing long and complex sentence which is not happening due to second language learner incompetence like using the structure of the first language.
Another types of error is shown by Dulay (1982) who divides the error prodiced by second language leaners into five surface strategies taxonomy namely omission, addition, 'misformation', 'misordering', and blend. Omission is an error produced by second language learners by omitting an item that must be shown in a well-structured sentence/utterance in the second language. It is divided into fifteen: Addition is an error produced by second language learners by adding an item which must not be appeared in a well-structured utterance/sentence. It is divided into twelve: Misordering is an error produced by second language learners by using incorrect placement of morpheme or group of morphemes in an utterance/sentence such as misordering Noun Phrase Word Order like 'The cat has eyes with *blue colour'.
In addition to those four types of error from Dulay (1982) , James (1998) adds one type of error named Blend which also called as contamination or cross association or hybridization error that is divided into (1) Defining how second language learners produce error in their written translation is interesting as a researcher is able to list the factor causing the error to let others avoid producing the same error while translating. This research shows the errors made by Indonesian people particularly Semarang City people who are translating texts -in public facilities-into English such as billboard, banner, or decoration board containing wise words. It is done to reveals the types of errors and the factors causing the errors. This research is beneficial for further researchers who wanted to do similar research on different object and also useful for translator to avoid producing the errors.
METHOD
This descriptive-qualitative research describes the errors of English Translation from Indonesian language produced by Indonesian people -particularly Semarang City peopleas second language learners on texts located in public facilities around Semarang City as data source to show the types of the errors and what factors causing the errors. The samples were chosen using Purposive Sampling Technique (Sudaryanto, 1993) by selecting English translations containing errors from the whole English translations as the population. The data were then categorized according to the Types of Errors produced by second language learners from Dulay (1982) and James (1998) and then finally analyzed using the Error Analysis Theory from Richards (1974). The way the translators translate the texts were also analyzed based on the Translation Model from Venuti (2007) and the Translation Method and Technique/Procedure from Vinay and Darbelnet (1958) to see how the texts were translated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Result
After the whole data were collected by selecting the translations containing errors on billboard, banner and decoration containing wise words around Semarang City, the obtained data were classified based on their way of translation which uses Venuti (2000) Translation Model or Vinay and Darbelnet (1958) Translation Methods and Techniques/Procedures to see how the texts were translated. The next step is classifying the errors produced by the translators based on Dulay (1982) and James (1998) Types of Error produced by second language learners. Finally, the errors were analyzed using the Error Analysis Theory from Richard (1974) to show how the second language learners produced the errors.
From the whole data, there are three texts that were translated using Venuti (2000) Translation Model and seventeen texts that were translated using Vinay and Darbelnet (1958) Translation Methods and Techniques/Procedures as it is shown in the following two tables. Tuhan dan CCTV selalu mengawasi (mu). Bersikaplah seolah ibumu mengawasimu termasuk ketika kau hanya duduk saja tanpa memesan apapun apalagi membawa makanan dari luar.
6.
Education is the passport to the future for tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for today.
Pendidikan adalah kunci masa depan karena masa depan milik mereka yang mempersiapkannya sejak dini.
7.
No food or drink in this area Dilarang makan dan minum di (area) ini. 8.
So Related to the Types of Error produced by second language learners (Dulay, 1982) and James (1998), there are fourteen texts containing five types of errors as follows. In addition to the five types of error from Dulay (1982) and James (1998), due to the low English competence, twenty two texts were translated with lack of punctuation, typo, wrong form, and absurd meaning. Based on Richards (1974) types of error produced by second language learners, the errors in Table 1 to 4 can be grouped into three, namely interference, overgeneralization, and performance error which is compiled in the following table. The error is caused by the interference of the first language structure that makes the translator translate the text literally.
2.
God and CCTV are always watching. Act like your mother saw you *including when you just sat down and didn't order anything *moreover carrying food from outside
The error is caused by the interference of the first language structure that makes the translator translate the text literally. It is also influences by the translator's culture where a mother commonly watch her kids out and there are particular (bad) restaurant's visitors who are only sitting in the restaurant enjoying the place without ordering any menu and even carrying food and beverage from outside.
3.
Education is the passport to the future for tomorrow belongs to those who *prepare
The error is caused by the interference of the first language structure that makes the translator translate the text literally.
for today. It is also caused by the translator's lack of translation knowledge that proverb should not always be translated literally.
4.
You recognize bird from their singing. You *do people from their talks.
5.
Planting a tree *hung thousand of hope. 6.
Come again. We are closed. The error is caused by the interference of the first language structure that makes the translator translate the text literally. It also caused by the translator's culture where a restaurant usually expect visitors to comeback when they are open again after they were closed. 7.
One stop *out of home media company
The error is caused by the interference of the first language structure that makes the translator translate the text literally by forming the negation of 'at home' meaning 'di dalam rumah' into 'out of home' meaning 'di luar rumah'. 8.
Stop *imagine, make *a reality. The error is caused by the interference of the first language structure that makes the translator translate the text literally by using the wrong form of the word class as he/she does not understand the different form of the word in different word class. He/she thinks that 'berhenti berkhayal' is correctly translated into 'stop imagine' not 'stop imagining' that means '*berhenti sedang berhayal'. He/she also thinks that 'realita' is correctly translated into 'reality'. 9.
Let's go green for *earth clean The error is caused by the interference of the first language structure that makes the translator translate the text literally by forming the wrong order of the Noun Phrase following the first language structure of 'bumi bersih' into 'earth clean'. 10. Be *best your choice.
The error is caused by the interference of the first language structure that makes the translator translate the text literally by forming the wrong order of the Adjective and Possessive following the first language structure of 'pilihan terbaikmu' into 'best your choice'. 11. We are *in here.
The error is caused by the interference of the first language structure that makes the translator translate the text literally by adding unnecessary Preposition 'in' to the Adverb of Place following the first language structure of 'di sini' into 'in here'. 12. *Temper glass.
The error is caused by the interference of the first language structure that makes the translator translate the text by not adding the Past Tense Marker (-ed) following the first language structure that has no Past Tense Marker -ed.
*Dont miss it.
The error is caused by the interference of the first language structure that makes the translator translate the text by omitting punctuation since there is no puctuation for short Negation and Possessive Marker in the first language structure.
14. *Levis and *Yulia Colection
Yulia *Colection
The error is caused by the interference of the first language structure that makes the translator translate the text by omitting letter since there is no double 'l' 's'or 't' letter in the first language structure.
16. *Expres 17. *Buterfly Success Key
*Tubless
The error is caused by the interference of the first language structure that makes the translator translate the text by omitting letter since there is no unsounded letter 'e' in the final position like tube and welcome.
19. *Welcom turist, we spik inglish
*Poket
The error is caused by the interference of the first language structure that makes the translator translate the text by omitting unsounded letter 'c' before'k' since there is no double consonants 'ck'.
Service *Electronik
The error is caused by the interference of the first language structure that makes the translator translate the text by replacing the final sound 'c' with 'k' like a common word form in the first language which has similar sound. It also caused by the first language structure that placed Noun after Verb like 'jasa perbaikan alat elektronik'.
*Teknical
The error is caused by the interference of the first language structure that makes the translator translate the text by replacing the double consonants 'ch' with 'k' like a common word form in the first language which has similar sound.
*Teknicall
*Foto copy
The error is caused by the interference of the first language structure that makes the translator translate the text by using the first language word 'foto'. Overgeneralized 25. *Breaked the limit.
The error occurs when the translator overgeneralized the second language structure by adding unnecessary form of the Past Tense Marker (-ed).
26. Have you been *glowed.
27. Printing *packaging The error occurs when the translator overgeneralized the second language structure by adding unnecessary form of the-ing Verb Inflection The error occurs when the translator overgeneralized the second language structure by putting double's' letter 's' although the word form is still incorrect.
*Potho
The error occurs when the translator overgeneralized the second language structure by using word that looks correct 'potho' resemble 'potho' although the word form is still incorrect.
*Teknicall
The error occurs when the translator overgeneralized the second language structure by using the word 'call' or giving double 'l' letter in the final position.
Outdoour & Semi Indoor
The error is occurs when translator overgeneralized the pattern of the second language by adding unecessary letter 'i' resembling the second language word form although the word form is still incorrect. From the finding in Table 1 , we can see that three texts were translated by applying Venuti (2000) Translation Model using the original word caused by different factors as follows.
1. 'Aqua' is a particular trademark of packaged mineral water produced by Danone, a French company producing food and beverage. It will be odd if it is translated as the referrent will be different from the original object.
2. 'Jeans' is a particular fabric previously used by mining worker in America. It has no translation in English as it is a name/type of fabric. 3. 'Toilet' comes from an English word toilet which means the closet, an object that is used to urinate or defecate which is broaden in meaning into a place to wash our hands and face or a bathroom/a restroom. It can be translated into Water Closet or 'Kamar Mandi' but it is more common to use the word 'toilet' as it means a bathroom/restroom with toilet/closet inside.
Those three words were not translated since it might create misunderstanding if it is translated as it might refer to different object.
From the finding in by borrowing an English word meaning an object that is used to urinate or defecate which is broaden in meaning into a place to wash our hands and face or a bathroom/ a restroom, as it has a more comprehensive meaning of a bathroom / restroom equipped with toilet inside. 4. 'Thus, technically you cannot refer to gelato as ice cream in the united states as it is typically lower in butterfat.' and 'God and CCTV are always watching. Act like your mother saw you including when you just sat down and didn't order anything moreover carrying food from outside.' were translated using Direct Method with Calque Technique/Procedure to follow the first language structure to deliver similar message and to let the second language learners understand the meaning. 5. 'Education is the passport to the future for tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for today', 'No food or drink in this area', 'So sweet *as ice cream', 'You recognize bird from their singing. You *do people from their talks.', 'Come again. We are closed.' and 'Planting a tree *hung thousand of hope.' were translated using Direct Method with Literal Technique/Procedure to follow the first language structure to deliver similar message and to avoid misuderstanding although it resulted in error and shift in form and meaning. 6. 'Skip the straw, save our pal' is translated using Oblique Method with Transposition Technique/Procedure to make a slight change of 'animal affected by plastic straw' into 'our pal' referring to the turtle to show that they are close to us as humankind so that we need to keep them safe as part of our ecosystem. 7. 'Tobacco-free campus' is translated using Oblique Method with Equivalence / Reformulation Technique/Procedure to modulate the phrase 'kawasan bebas asap rokok' into 'tobacco-free campus' to cover the whole area (of the particular campus) as an area free from tobacco and all of its harmful chemical content (cigar, cigarette, smoke). 8. 'Let's *bite it before *melt', ' Fire Door', and 'bathroom tissue' were translated using Oblique Method with Equivalence/Reformulation Technique/Procedure to express the text in different way such as 'tasting' for 'eating', 'emergency room' for 'fire exit' and 'bathroom tissue' for 'rolled tissue'. 9. 'Parking' is translated using Oblique Method with Adaptation Technique / Procedure to show that the parking area is specifically dedicated for car with disabled person inside who need extra space and time to get in and out from a car as it is shown by the picture of someone sitting on a wheelchair.
Types of Error in Translation (Dulay, 1982 and James, 1998)
From the finding in Table 3 , we can see that fourteen texts containing five types of errors (Dulay, 1982 and James, 1998) caused by the following different factors.
In addition to five types of errors (Dulay, 1982 and James, 1998), based on Table 4 , there are also twenty two texts containing error such as Lack of Punctuation, Typo, Wrong Form, and Absurd Meaning caused by different factors.
1. '*Dont miss it', '*Levis', and '*Yulia Colection' contain error as they were translated by omitting punctuation on the Negation of 'dont' and the Possessive Marker of 'Levis' and 'Yulia's' as a result of the first language structure influence that has no pucntuation for Negation and Possessive. 2. '*Welcom turist', '*Expres', '*Assesories', '*Tubless', '*Buterfly', *Poket', and '*Colection' contain error as they were translated by omitting particular letter as a result of the first language structure influence that has no double consonants 'l', 's' and 't', double consonant 'ck', unsounded final vowel 'e' and dipthong 'ou'. 3. '*Outdoour' and '*definies' contain error as they were translated by adding particular letter as a result of the low competence of English spelling and writing. 4. '*Congratulations' and '*reachs' contain error as they were translated by adding -s showing Third Person Singular Marker resulted from the second language structure influence of Subject-Verb Agreement where the Singular Subject should be added with -s. 5. '*Poket', '*Electronik', '*Teknical', '*Teknicall' and '*Foto copy' contain error as they were translated by putting wrong letter to the word as a result of the first language structure influence of the use of 'k' letters to replace 'c' letter on the word 'electronic', 'k' letter to replace 'ch' letters on the word 'teknical' and 'teknicall' and 'f' letters to replace 'ph' letters on the word 'photo'. 6. '*Teknicall' and '*Potho copy' contain error as they were translated by putting wrong letter to the word as a result of the second language structure influence of the use of the word 'call' as part of the word 'teknicall' and misforming the word 'photo' by putting the letter 'h'to the second syllabe instead of the first syllable. 7. '*spik Inglish' contains error as a result of the first language structure influence as it is translated by writing the pronounciation of the original word in English. 8. '*Over hole', '*Congratulations run worship prayer', '*Reachs your aspiration is sky-high, '*Entry please', '*Toy-let', and '*Planting a tree hung thousand of hope' contains error as they were translated literaly by translating word-for-word leading to incorrect form and meaning resulting form and meaning shift of the whole text even though each word has correct meaning.
From the finding in Table 5 , forty two errors are grouped into Interference, Overgeneralized and Performance Error (Richards, 1974) caused by different factors.
Interference
1. 'Thus, technically you cannot refer to gelato as ice cream in the united states as it is typically lower in butterfat' contains error as an interference of the first language structure as it is translated literaly word-for-word leading to incorrect form and meaning resulting form and meaning shift of the whole text although each word has correct meaning. 2. 'Education is the passport to the future for tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for today', 'You recognize bird from their singing. You do people from their talks', and 'Planting a tree hung thousand of hope' contain error as an interference of the first language structure as it is translated literaly word-for-word leading to incorrect form and meaning and also resulted in form and meaning shift of
